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A b s t r a c t

We consider the de-excitation, absorption and Stark

iaising processes in light exotic atoms formed in liquid

and gaseous hydrogen (deuterium) and present the new method

of the cascade calculations. Atom pp is studied in detail,

calculated are: the populations of atomic levels, the

absorption probabilities, and the X- rays yields. V?e discuss

the present-day experimental data and conclude that all of

them (but one result), can be easily reconciled with each

other and with the theory.
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I. I H T R O H C I i O H

Proton! ша - pp atoa - seene to be cone of the utmost

interest among the hadronlc atoae la the nearest future.

The point i s that besides Coulomb levels there ex i s t bound

and resonant states In pp syste» (baryoniim) which manifest

themselves in variety of ef fects wbea p and p fora pp atom

'^"5r. I t i s worth to mention gauraa transitions from the

atomic to the quasinuclear states ' ? , the positive

naelear shi ft of the atonic 1S level (due to the below-

threshold barronium level with f = О ' ' ) , abnorwally

large P- wave annihilation at rest ' 9 ~ ' J 0 ' ,

Several experiments with pp atoms '5»9-12r turned out

to be rather informative (as we wil l see below), however,

we have not jet firmly established the picture of the pro-

cesses in pp atom, hence further investigations in th i s

f ie ld are necessary. To a large exteofe th i s progran wi l l be

boosted by the Low energy antiproton ring (LEJffi) at CERH.

Of great interest i s pd atom as well, in particular, quasi-

nuclei 2И!Г formation i s possible in th i s case.

Besides pp and pd, other l ight exotic atoms, e,g. ,

Kp and p d , attract attention. Recent experiments

with Kp atom found unexpectedly small nuclear shift

of 1S level ' 1 ' ' , and th i s fact enforces us to reconsider

our knowledge about К - N interaction. Problems connected

with p~d atom arise when studing fJ catalysis of

the reaction d + t —*• *He + n / 1 4 / .

The atoms mentioned above are the simplest, consisting

of two oppositely charged particles. In contrast to the



heavy exotic atoms with nuclear charge Z>1» they have no

electrons of their own and, being rather small and neuteral,

pass freely through the electron clouds of neighbouring

atoms. The strong in-atomic e lectr ic f i e ld causes the inten-

sive transitions among the sublevels of given principal

quantum number П , the importance of th is effect has been

established by Day, Snow and Sucher '^', Thus, besides

de-excitation and absorption, there i s Stark mixing which

makes the atomic cascade very complicated and sensitive

to the environment.

In th i s paper we deal with the problem of the cascade

calculations in the l ight exotic atoms. Our main aim i s

the theoretical study of the cascade processes in pp atom

in liquid and gaseous hydrogen. The f i r s t estimates of the

rates of antiproton absorption from atomic states have

been done by Desai in 1960 f^f'. Later Dalkarov et a l / 2 f 5 /

performed the detailed Cascade calculations for pp and pd

atoms in liquid hydrogen and deuterium using the effective

rates method developed and applied to the 3C~p and К р
/17 1S/

mesonic atoms by Leon andBethe ' '• ' . The antiprotonic

atom in gaseous hydrogen and deuterium has been theoreti-

cally studied by the author in ' ° ' with the more general

method of the Cascade calculations. The central problem

considered in Ref. /2t3,19t20/ w a g h o w t h e e x i s t e n c e ^

properties of Ш quasinuclear states influence the proper-

t i e s of pp atom. Because of the lack of necessary experi-

mental information, several hypotheses about the quanti-

tative properties of quasinuclei HIT spectra were assumed

and predicted were the specific properties of the atomic

cascades. I t i s worth mentioning that these investigations

had been done before pp atom has been observed experimen-
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tally '
11
/, and hence the predictions were mainly qualita-

tive. The experiments carried out In recent tine enable us

to avoid шапу uncertainties involved In previous theoretioal

papers and to obtain not only qualitative description of

pp atoms cascade process, but a set of quantitative predio-

tions as «ell,

The plan of the paper is the following* The first part

is entirely methodic. Section 2 contains preliminary infor-

mation* Seotlon ? is devoted to the method of the oasoade

calculation which enables one to calculate populations of .

atomic levels, absorption probabilities and intensities of

transitions between different levels* The second part of

the paper is devoted to pp atom. The main experimental

data are compiled In Sec.A. • The theoretical analysis of

the cascade processes and results of the cascade calcula-

tions are given in Sec.5 The relevance of the theory to

the experiment is discussed in Sec.6. She concluding re-

marks are given in Sec .7.

2. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

In this section we have compiled some facts about the

de-excitation, the Stark mixing and the nuclear shifts and

widths of atomio levels* They concern those aspects of the

relationship between the different casoade processes.
 (

which are the most essential for the development of the !

method of the cascade calculations, and show the charaote- |

ristic scales of the values involved* The details can be [

found in the original papers cited below* As for pp atom,

the detailed description including the calculated values

of the de-excitation, absorption and Stark яИтНпд sates



and the experimental data will be given in Sect.5» 6.

Рог definitness, we speak of protoniun, the same is -valid

for other light exotic atoms with nuclear charge Z = 1»

unless Indicated otherwise. The unite used are» A « С * 1»

в* я « т 1/137.

The ground state Coulomb binding energy £ f S and Bohr

radius G ( for the hydrogen like atom of reduced mass

M are given by the formulas

For pp atom

, = 57.6 ft»

De-excitation processes

\ To be captured into atomic orbit the antiproton mo-

ving in hydrogen haв to slow down to the energy about

several tens KeV /
2 1
»

2 2
/, Having been formed in high

excited states П with Bohr radius Q
n
 comparable with

that of hydrogen atom <1
H
 = ^ m

e
) " , i.e. r\ 2- (гПр/^т^

2: 30, the protonium cascades down by means of chemical

process pp + H
2
 •—*• p"p + H + H, external Auger effect

pp + Hg —+> pp + Hg + e", and radiation pp — • pp + %

(see for details '
1
" ) . The initial stage where the most

important role belongs to the chemical de-excitation is

badly explored. The protonium is expected to have got

about 1 eV kinetic energy (velocity V ~ 10 cm/sec) as

a result of H
2
 dissociation. Auger transitions are mainly

of the dipole type ( Д? = ti~$u = ± "0» transitions



with minimal change in П , consistent with Hp ionisation

energy, being favourable» The rate of Auger de-excitation

IJ^f wae calculated in Bom approximation In BefУ 1 " . The

Auger de-excitation dominates over the cheodeal one at

П £ 15. For the largest few Л < П. • 10-12), for .

whioh Дп « 1 1B possible, the Auger de-excitation rat» i s

rather faett fjf > WV5rci£ ( AT i s the hrdrogen den-

sity, for the hydrogen bubble chamber lfwa%M 9«5>101i«i5"b~

As It deoreases, Auger rate drops off rapidly» eo that

the radiative de-excitation becomes important at the final

atage of the cascade* The radiative de-excitation rate

|^[ n>£> ia given by the well-known foraula

typical values for protoniun are

З eV

3.9-10-5 e V

In liquid hydrogen (deneity tf0* Ь,26'Л(г* от"*') the

radiation prevail over the Auger effect at Of < 3» In

gaseous hydrogen with the density Afa 5«1СГ*Л/̂

(pressure 4 atm at T s ?00°E) the radiation dominate*

the excitation at Of < 6 .

JPara- and

Due to the GF invariance of the electromagnetic and

strong Interactions the states of protonium can be charac-

terised by such an exact quantum number as spin £*• 0,1.

I t follows from the fact that the CP-parity of the system

consisting of the fermion-antifermion pair and the spin S

are uniquely related CP



Thus, there «re two kinds of pp atone - paraprotoniua

(S m 0) and ortcprotonlum (S «1), the spin S being conserv-

ed in the cascade.

and width of atomic level

The strong interaction causes an energy shift Д£

and broadening Г of the atonic level. The S- and P~

state energy displacement ДЕ-i-g can be expressed in

terms of the S- wave scattering length A^ and P- wave

scattering volume ( А^/к* ) by the well-known formulas'
2
"

for protoniua

Formulas (1) are valid provided the scattering lengths are

snail in comparison with the Bohr radius Q
t
 = 57*

6
 fn

y

/n/

otherwise the more carefull treatment i s needed' .

The present day data on Ш scattering do not allow

one to establish with confidence A a and Ap/tC* • The expe-

rimental data on ДЕ and Г will be considered in Sect.5

As for the theoretical predictions, they are model

dependent*
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0.8ic«V

0.5 KeV Г,.%» 0.3

o.6*«V

One can expect that the widths Hs в 0* Ŝ!l» a r e ^

the following ranges

q s « 50 * 500 eV

f^ « 5'Ю"4 * 10~2 eV

For the protoniun states n{ with f>1 the annihila-

tion widths are much snaller than the radiative <to-excita-

tion widths*

The pp atom, when moving in matter, drifts through

the electric field of hydrogen atoms. It is easy to

understand that resulting Stark nixing plays a significant

role for pp atom in liquid hydrogen* The frequency of the

Stark transitions fl(!«-*n(f-') i& the electric field £̂ =
«к Я-

ж c< • Он i* given by the formula

2 < п С ' r l n f-*> " " (n*-P2)>A 4 Ю* в е с '

The characteristic time of the Stark mixing (the time of

flight through the isteriour of the hydrogen atom) is

see"1



Therefore иЗзд-ТГ^ >- 1, what means that the pp atom,

«hen passing through the hydrogen atom, makes many transi-

tions back and forth among the states of given IX • The

rate of the Stark collisions should be of the scale

А/*1ГЛ"С1м O.5»10""12 sec"1 for liquid hydrogen), so the

Stark mixing significantly affects the de-excitation and

absorption unless the liquid hydrogen i s replaced by the

gaseous one* We shall see below that at the hydrogen densi-

ty yV» 1O"'/DJ the Stark mixing becomes negligible in

states П< 5« The most important consequences of the Stark

mixing the intensive absorption at high П via the S

state mixed with the states £>O (the Day-Snow-Sucher

mechanism) f'5'0

To calculate the Stark mixing effects, Leon and Bethe

have developed the impact parameter method ' ' ' ' . Treating

the atom as moving along definite and uncteflected trajecto-

ry through, the electric field of hydrogen atom they have

found the fK -»n'8 transition probability as a func-

tion of impact parameter § and velocity IF

The results can be summarized as following (see ' l ' * 2 »^)

1, Significant are only the transitions between the

states of the same П .

2* There exists the critical value of the impact

parameter §n beyond which ( S ^ S n ) * п е Pro-

bability of any Stark transition i s negligibly small. Thus,

one can easily define the notion of the Stark collision

rate

tftT*& (2)

e



and the probability of the transition nf-*nt in the

Stark collision Sn-

JV
5. After the Stark collision the pp atom has forgotten

i ts own initial state because the intensity of the Stark

Bixins is very large at S<Sn < ^s+'firt "» 1). I t

means that T̂  (?,£') Is independent on с and determined

by the statistical weight of the final state К

The statement O) is valid for n degenerate states. For

protonium the nuclear shift of the nS level with respect

to the levels n£ ( (?.> 0) is not small in comparison

with the Stark splitting. In fact, the Stark splitting of

the states of given a in the electric field ^ ^ а й

(the linear Stark effect) is

while the nuclear displacement of tLe n3 level

therefore |ЛЕ П з-11^)» ^Е„* at

Thus» the essential Stark mixing between the E— state and

the states £> 0 is possible only for those values of

impact parameter § which allow the pp atom to pass

through the region where the electric field i s strong

enough for the Stark splitting to overcome the energy

displacement of the S- state. Ifc neans that, when pp atom



moves in hydrogen, the strongly shifted S- state i s mixed

with, the other states considerably slower than they are

mixed with each other, and the greater the nuclear shift

&EJS were, the smaller would be the rate of the S- state

absorption via the Stark mixing. The problem of the Stark

nixing in the presence of the nuclear interaction has been

treated in ' ' ' ' , The results of calculations for protonium

will be considered 1л Sect.6 (see also y ' 2 * ^ ) .

3. METHOD OF CASCADE CALCULATIONS

In this section we describe the general method of the

cascade calculations for the light exotic atoms in liquid

and gaseous hydrogen (deuterium). To introduce the notions

of the occupation probabilities and- the conditional proba-

bilities of the transitions and absorption we concern

briefly the cascade calculations for an isolated atom.

Then we specify the Stark mixing model and introduce the

notions of incoming and outgoing probabilities. We find it

useful and suggestive to sketch the atomic cascade as a

flow graph and describe it as Markov chain. The problem of

the cascade calculations is solved by the standard methods

of the Narkov chains theory. Finally, the method of the

/17/
effective rates ' is concerned as the extremal case of

our method at the large Stark miring rates.

An isolated atom

If there is no Stark mixing between atomic states,

it is quite easy
f
 given an initial population and transi-

tion and absorption rates, to calculate the transition

and absorption probabilities. Let, for the state XvL , р
п
ц

10



be its occupation probability, l̂ rfg* - *Ье
 га
*

е o f

the transition to the state n'E » and f̂ p - the rate of

the absorption. Then the conditional probabilities ̂  of the

transition 'fcndri'f'
 en
^
1
 *̂ * absorption C

n
g are defined

by the formulas

* * * > / & (3)

«her» (5)

Consider the finite number of states having been popu-

lated, trith the initial population being of the form

Then Ob» probabilities of the transitions between the

states П? and n't with л=Л/ are determined

Jjsaediately

^«Л'-РЙ-^п*1 (7)

and во does tbe probability of the absorption in the

state Nl
„ AN)

bl - Put • Сы2

Ihe transitions Л/? ->n'^ cause the occupation probabi-

lities to change as following

The conditional probability of a process is equal to

the absolute probability of this process provided the

initial state is populated with, the unit probability.

11



i ff - (£*>- rf? - f ч - м . -<« <9)

(- r«e /rn**) сю)

or leaves i t by de-excitation or absorption with proba-

bility

Thus, we get the initial population of the form (6) with

Ы —•" ( N - 1) and can continue the calculations by itera-

ting the operations (7) * (9)* The characteristic feature

of this procedure is that the cascade processes are treated

in the order of the level sequence but not as they develope

in time. ,

/4r?T8 tn natter,

When the atom moves in natter, the Stark nixing is

significant only for the states of the same principal

quantum number t\ , therefore we can consider the cascade

processes as evolved in the order of decreasing Л . Con-

side? the atom on the way between the subsequent Stark

collisions, the mean time of flight is T =
 1
/Г^

where Г
п
^

Х
 is the rate of the Stark collisions (2). The

atom either does not change its initial state л6 during

this interval with probability

After the Stark collision the atom has forgotten its ini- !

tial state, hence the state nP is occupied with the

12



conditional probability *'

}/& (12)

She relationship between the different cascade proces-

ses becomes visual if we sketch the cascade bj the flow

graph, node8 of which represent atonic states and edges

correspond to transitions among then» The edges are charac-

terised by the conditional transition probabilities, the

states of nodes - by the occupation probabilities* There

are following nodes in oar case*

1* She nodes n? corresponding to the atomic states

П? between the Stark collisions. .

2. The nodes c
n
 th&t correspond • to the atonic states

during the Stark collision*

3. The nodes fit *
ba
* denote the sets of states, for

which the atom leaves the state л? during the

time between the Stark collisions. Their occupation

probabilities %t
 axe

 defined as the sum of the

probabilities of the transitions from the state n(?

to the states n' £ with n'< Л and the absorp-

tion probability in the state nf •

4. The nodes A
n
f represent the absorption in the

state r»i •

' The case when the S- state energy displacement and
the absorption during the Stark collision are
significant will be considered below.

13



n,n-i

K g . Л

The graph i s plotted in Vig.1. The conditional transi-

tion probabilities satisfy the normalisation conditions:

the sum of the conditional transition probabilities over

al l the transitions from the given state i s equal to unity.

The graph thus defined can be interpreted as a finite Mar-

kov chain that allows us to manage with i t using the stan-

dard methods of the Markov processes theory ' 2 " .

Assume the init ial population to have the form

p n f »0 . n > *

We яЪя"П refer to tbe occupation probabilities

with n « W as the. total incoming populations of the

state r>8 . The probabilities of the absorption in and

the transitions from the states ?'8 are calculated as

follows. .

U



Consider the subgraph consisting of the nodes with

П= Ы and the corresponding edges (see Fig.2). For the eake

fTpЯ|1 пИ Я Г "

Q Q Q . 2

of convenience we re denote the nodes as Pi , i - f,

The nodes of the subset fPi,i*',n^ = {Pat , t*-0,"-*3

will be refferred to as abaorbing states because no

transitions from them to the other states are possible in

the subgraph concerned. The rest of the states (pj , i-m*

= { Pn« , l*O,»-i ; Z n ] will b* raffered to

as the transient опте. The conditional probabilities of

the transitions Pi-»p. form the transition Batrix JP

о а
(14)

Here Q i s the matrix Пк(пН^ which describes

the transitions from the transient states

to the absorbing states



О

О

(15)

Q is the matrix (пн)к(пН^

transitions among the transient states

0

H I M ,

corresponding to the

I i s the unit matrix nxn and О 1в the zero

matrix (m<)»n « The representation of the transition

Matrix JP in the for» (14) explicitly indicates that the

states {Pi , »=*, n} are the absorbing ones (see Fig?).

Consider the matrix £ - {&i\} » the elements of

which в;: , Ъу definition, are the probabilities the

process starting in the transient state pr^. to terminate

in the absorbing state pt . This matrix satisfies the

equation /27/

the 'solution of which has the fora

(17)

(18)

where |f= (I- Qj is the fundamental matrix.

With the matrix E> having been calculated and the

incoming occupation probabilities P
n
f given, we can

determine the resulting occupation probabilities p
n
j

(the nodes j?
n
 and f^( are assumed to be of sero

occupation probability at the initial moment)!
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P* - 21 &<i pi , K=nt , ianl . (19)

We shall call P
n
q as the outgoing occupation probabilities

of the states n9
 t
 *Ь*У Р

1 в
У *Ье same role as p

n
( do in

the absence of the Stark mixing» The probabilities of the

transitions from the states Л? and the probabilities

of the absorption in the states nf are given by the for-

mulas

( 2 0 )

Ъ? =Pnt Cnf (21)

where intrit' and Cn« were defined earlier (?), (4) .

As the result of the processes concerned the occupation

probabilities Pot change in the following way

(») -fit-t) n

*** "°
Thus» we can calculate step by step ( Ы-+М-4 ) the

outgoing occupation probabilities and the probabilities of

the transitions and absorptions in the presence of the Stark

•ixLng*

For the sake of simplicity we disregard the problem

concerned with the influence of the S- state energy displa-

cement with respect to the states-with P> 0 on the Stark

ni7rii.ng and that of the absorption during the Stark collision»

She first has already been mentioned in Sec.2. As for the

secondi it is also of great importance, in which we convin-

ce ourselves by comparing the annihilation widths of the

protoniua £» states fnS~10^ eV/n^ to the oharacte-

17



ristic time of the Stark collision T& <». QM /"IT » 8*V~' :

Yg. p*J » 1 for П4- 8. These problems introduce conside-

rable complications and have not yet been completely solved.

The suggestive estimations of the absorption rate have been

done by Leon and Bethe 1л the "fixed field model" ' 1 f * .

Using the results obtained in Л?» 2 6 ' ^ ^ ^ c o n s f c _

ructed the model of the cascade processes in pp and pd

•tone in liquid and gaseous hydrogen and deuterium ™*' .

Here we give only the sketch of the graph (see Fig.35).

. 3

The definitions of the transit! si probabilities» being of

rather bulky form, can be found in /19/. The atomic states

during the Stark collisions are described by two nodes»

~g and X n • The node Y stands for the subset of

states which can be mixed with the S state
În the fixed field model' " the node У„ corresponds to
the states with magnetic quantux number no = 0, the
quantization axis being taken along the direction of the
electric field.

18



The probability of the transitions between the nodes XM

and flS tends to zero as the S- state energy

displacement increases. The node 2 n corresponds to the

subset of states, the coupling of which to the 6- state by

the Stark nixing i s negligible. The edge *Л-»АП8 descri-

bee the S state absorption during the Stark collision.

The method of the effective уateв

If the Stark mixing rate i s much bigger than the de-

excita^ion and absorption rates then the suble-vela nP

of given П are populated in accordance with their sta-

t ist ical weight С2&0/Л2 . Thus, to be determined с-те

only the total occupation probabilities Pn=

This can be done by means of the effective rates method ' 1 ' .

The de-excitation i s characterized by the effective de-exci-

tetion rete

(2?)

Z
oo If

The P state absorption is characterized by the effective

rate <

As for the S state absorption, its effective rate ^

does not have such an obvious definition as the abve desc-

ribed ones do, and we omit it here. The details can be

found in '"f*
z
*?'

t
 and the results of the numerical calcu-

19



lations for protonlom will be given 1A Seot.5*

With the effective rate* thus defined» the conditional

probabilities of the 8- and P- state absorption Г„ and

p* and the conditional probability of the transitions

between the states n end n' t,»,
1
 •*• determined by

fbrstilas

nn (26)

where

One can show that the above desorioed general mthod

of the oaseade ealeolations at r«*Vr$* y> 1 gives

rise to that of effective rates» with the graph on fig.1

and the conditional probabilities involved serving as an

obvloos suggestion for the definitions of the effective

rates*

20
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The present day experimental data on the low-energy

я!Г Interaction and the protoniura propertie > are fax from

completeness, they a l l should be considered as suggestive

rather than firmly establ ished because of their coming

free the unique experiments. Hero we remind some of them

тегу briefly*

P— wave contribution, fwto orthoprot'Utiflp'

Due to the total angular momentum and parity conserva-

tion, the processes pp-*2jr , 2K are possible only from

the triplet states pp (S«1), only the odd orbital angular

•ownta С contributing to the annihilation into two iden-

tical месте ( 1st* , 2Kt ) /9.10,28^ Bence, studing the

pp annihilation in 2tt and ZtC "at rest1* which practi-

cally takes place froa the atomic states '** one. can judge

upon the P- wave contribution into the orthoprotonium

annihilation. The data on the annihilation pp-*JC*&~, 2G°

suggest the large P- wave contribution

«0.39 ^

while the data on the processes £p -» \CL K* , 2. Kg support

the hypothesis that the S- wave dominates the absorption
+0.012/2fi/
-0,005
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The process pp —*• 2Ka i s probably suppressed due to the

dynamical reason as i t has been pointed out in ^ .

The

between protoni"1" *шс\

The evidence for the $ - transitions between the atomic

pp levels and the quasiniclear Sff levels has been found in

the experiment of Karlsruhe-Basel-CERN-Stockholffl-Strasbourg

collaboration (see Table 1)

- transitions from atomic to quasinuclear s t a t e r "

Eneritm
183 -

216 t

420 ±

7

9

17

19

21

5*

99,O

97,5
98,2

(7,2±1
(6,0ti

(8,5*2

,7)»10-5

,9) «КГ3

,0).1(T3

The transitions of this kind were predicted theoreti-

cally before their experimental search • The most inten-

sive are the S1 transitions from the S- states of pp atom

to the P- states of the qussinuclear b&ryonium, for the

transitions with energy U) = 200 - 500 lHeV the 1S state

radiative width should be about Г^ ~ 1 eV ̂*
2
^. The

g - rays yield is given by the formula *'

П^
 г к

 (30)
у

*' Both ^a' and f̂ ,s being proportional to n"
3
, the

fraction of the gamma-transition in the nS - state

absorption is independent on n.



where K is the statistical weight of the initial atomic

states ( К s 1/4 and 3/4 for para- and orthoprotonium

respectevaljr), fg is the probability of the S- wave

absorption.

Taking the experimental values Y^ = (0.5-1)«10"
2
,

Г̂  в 0.6-1 and the theoretical estimates Г̂ '= 1 - 2 eV

не can determine the totcl width of the 1S state of ''ortho-

protonlum with the formula (JO)

f,£* = 50 - 500 eV

The X - rays of protonium

The f i r s t direct observation of the "pp atom has been

done by detecting the L- lines of the protonium X- rays

spectrum in the experiment of CBRN-Daresbuiy-Eainz-'JCRIUbiF

collaboration (see Table 2) ' ' , The gaseous H2 target wee

Table

The protonium
target (4 atm,

Transition

3
4

i

2

\

• 2 (La)

n^. 5 •• 2

otoP L

X- rays y ie ld

300°K, H = 5«

Energy
fKeV>

1.7

2.3

in the
•1O-%o)

gaseous
/7/

Yield

2.'

1.7

2.1

6<

<7-

10-2

. Ю - 2

•10"2

•Ю-2

.Ю- 2

used in this experiment to gain in the X- rays yield due

to the suppression of the absorption via the Stark mixing

and to increase the role of the radiative de-excitaticn.
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The yield of the 1С* — line has been estimated to be

fit least ten times smaller than the total L- lines yield*

This гсечпз that the annihilation width of the 2P- state ie

sufficiently large in comparison with the width of the radia-

tive transition ?У —* 1S

F,£ >, Ю Г2р.,,5 = 4.1СГ5 eV

Tho total yield of the L- lines (the population of the

2¥ estate) and the fact of the tf^- line yield suppression

i s in Ksreement with those theoretical predictions which

imply the strong F- state absorption '19»20/^

The observation of the K- lines of protonituo has been

reported in the experiment of CERff-Basel-Karlsruhe-Stockhol»

collaboration (see Table 3) ' -*a The nuclear shift and

width of the 13 state (spin = ?) were determined to be

AE«= + 3.02 i 0.06 KeV

rj s ^ 0.2 KeV

TableJ

Energies
К- lines

Transition

2 - 1

3 - 1

and intensit ies of pp
in liquid Hydrogen '

Energy (KeV).

6,49 * 0,08

8,07 £ 0,08

8,36 - 0,18

The

2,88

3,03

3,35

- atom
2/

shift

Ь 0,08

- 0,08

t 0,18

Intensity

2,3.10"*

2.10"4



5. THE THEORY OF THE Ш&Т0К1Ш CASCAIE IROCESSES

The preliminary Information about the cascade processes

has been given in Sect.2, now cooes the time to deal with

the pp atoB in more deta i l . First ly, .we want to clarify the

relationship between tho different processes. To th i s end

we have depictured in Pig.A—6 the rates of the de-excita-

tion and Stark mixing in l iquid and gaseous hydrogen.

friquid hrdronen

I t i s the case when the rate of the Stark nixing i s

much greater than the de-excitation rates at any П (see

Fig**). Therefore, the s t a t i s t i c a l population of the

sublevels of given П i s maintained when the atom casca-

des down, and one can exploit the method of the effective

rates (see Ssct .3 and Re f. »")« The effective rates of

the de-excitation and the S- and P- state absorption are

shown in Fig. 7. The rate ot the S- state absorption via

the Stark "i-r^g depends not only on the atomic width,

but on the nuclear shift of the atonic 1S state as well*

as i t hae been eaphesbEd in Sect.3« To exemplify th i s

dependence we have plotted the rates Г п for save*

rnl se ts of fis end b£x% • The drop of f̂  with

П decreasing results from the increase of the S- state

displacement J A E n s - i ^ j that prevents the S- state

mixing with the states i > 0. Due to the same reason,

the greater the energy sh i f t AE»s i s , the smaller i s

rate
s *

the rate Г̂  for the given lj& . By comparing

^ and the effective rate of the v -excitation

fl = 5il f̂ n' we assertain that the intensive
IV*

S- state absorption via the Stark mixing should take
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eV

10s

ioJ

•+• •+•1 1-

2 h б 8 Ю И-
Fig. *

The de-excitation and Stark mixing r a t e s Г^р f fj,

anu I^S* in l iquid hydrogen ( 17» 10 6 ся/вес). f̂ '

the annihi lat ion width of the nP s t a t e , f^p and

axe the widths of the radiative de-excitation.

i s



4 6 8 Ю n

Fig. 5

The de-excitation ( Гл> , С «^.) and Stark mixing

Г„
8
* ) rates in gaaeoue hydrogen ( N в 5ИО"*' No,



в
Tig. 6

40 Г1

The de-exci tat ion ( fop ,П^!=п-« ) and Stark aladag

< С ) r a t e s i n gaeeous hydrogen ( I I » 1CH* So*

0 . 8 ata, 300*E)«



gob*

ю л

The «ffeetlve ds-exoitatioa and absorption rate* in
liquid bydrogon ( V * 10 е си/аво)»

Q - the total de-uccitation rate,

*— the rate of the P state absorption for
2

rates of tb* в state abeorption for
a) Г*» • 200 evf AE« «1000 eV,
b) r«s « 200 »V, ^ „ ш 500 et,
о) Г« • 500 #Т, д Е л « 500 .Т.



at 2 < n < 7 .

?or the P- states the ebaorption widths f̂ ,p prevail

over de-excitation опеч st n < 6 ~ 7 (see Fig.4). The P-

state mixing,in contrast to the S- state one, i s not supres-

eed by the strong interaction effects, so that the effecti-

1« P- state absorption rate Гп" rapidly increases with

n decreasing (Tig.7). I t exceeds the effective de-excita-

tion rate at n £ 5 and the S- state absorption rate at

в <5 т 6. So we anticipate that at low n (n £ 4) the
/2/

absorption mainly occurs from the P- states . The total

fraction of the P- state absorption depends on probability

of pp atom to reach the low-lying states, this probability

being governed by the S- wave absorption at higher levels.

пуДгокед

In this case the rates of the Stark nixing and the

Auger de-excitation are diminished by the factor (tf/ffo )

in comparison with the liquid hydrogen ( Ы~/Ы~о s 5.10""^

corresponds to 4atm, JOOeK) that leads the radiative

de-excitation to become dominant at n ^ 7 - 9 for Af/Afj, =

e •tO*"-' - 5.16"' (see Fig,5,6). The main point to be empha-

sized is that the Stark mixing rate does not exceed the

de-excitation ones at lowlying levels П^ПС С Пс • *

for AT = 5'W~*N'{) , Лс = 5-7 for ЛГ = 1СГ5 ffo ) .

Therefore the occupation probabilities of the П1 sublevels

do not satisfy the statistical distribution for all the

levels. However the statistical distribution i s maintained

at high n ( n> 5 for f/'= 5.Ю""5 Nc and n> 9 for

Ы- 10"' fig ) , so we can start the cascade calculations

at r\ в 10 assuming the statistical distribution in 1 .



At the init ial stage of the cascade where the de-exci-

tation i s mainly due to the nonrad' «Mve effects, vhe rates

of which are proportional to the target u-nsity, *h6 S sta-

te absorption via the Stark mixing at П > П.с plays the

ease role as i t does in liquid hydrogen. As soon as the pp

•torn has cascaded to the levels vrxexe the radiative de-exci-

tation i s the nost important one, the S- state absorption

becomes weak since the radiative de-excitation rates turn

out to dominate those of the Stark mixing n ?->•/?£ •

The P- state absorption via the Stark mixing i s impor-

tant only at levels Г1^ПС where the rate of the Stark

collisions Г^ i s not small in comparison with the

de-excitation rates* I f the P- state annihilation width

Г*пр i s greater than Гп ' , i t i s the case for

ЛГ< 1О"2 f^ and П< 10, then the effective rate of

the P- state absorption approaches i t s upper limit

r-P-at»* = 3 f**(4 /_ jaf \\ .VJL I-**

The statistical waight factor Vn z suppressing the proba-

bil ity of the Stark transitions into the P states at high

П. » the P state absorption can compete with de-excita-

tion only for r\4 8 (see Pig.5,6). As a result we conclude

that the P state absorption via the Stark mixing i s signi-

ficant at 5 < f l $ 8 for ЛГ= 5»10"'л£ and at б^П4 8

for ^"i

Detailed calculation of p*p atomic cascade

The lack of firmly established experimental data on

pp atoa does not enable us to calculate the picture of

cascade processes uniquely. However, we have managed to

choose"*** example of the cascade which seems to be
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In agreement with the bulk of the data available and allowe

to illustrate the main properties of pp atom»

We shall consider orthoprotonium, to which we ascribe

the following nuclear widths and shift»

l̂
s
 = 200 eV

Д С ^ = 1 keV (31)

£5 = 10"2 eV

This magnitudes should not be taken too literally since

there not any rigorous procedure to make the best f i t of

experimental data* The choice was based on the data in

favour of the intensive P- wave absorption and on the re-

sults of Measurement of gamma transitions between the

levels of protoniun and baryonium. The former concern the

Measurements the protonium X- rays in the gaseous target/ '

and the reaction pp-*2St "at rest" /9,10/ f w h i c n

imply [rfi, ̂  4»10~' eV (the large value «5^ corresponds

to this estimate, see /2»3»20/). Besides, the large shift

of IS level ( |ЛЕ1 & |~1 keV) i s necessary to provide the

large P wave contribution to the total absorption ' 2»3» 2°/.

Gamma transitions Intensities have already been considered

In connection with the total 13 level width (Seo A).

The level populations p n , S and P wove absorp-

tion probabilities ftg and f^f and intensities of

X ray transitions between atomic levels have been calcula-

ted for liquid and gaseous hydrogen ( /V « 10"*2 ff0 ,

5«1O**3 hft , to**5 A£ ) with the method described in

Бес .5. The calculation was started from the level (\ с 10.

The details ot cascade at П> 10 are not of interest,

•ention only that according to the theoretical estimate^2»5/



for given Its
 каЛ

 AEis С 30) about a half of initially

formed pp atoms come down to the level f\ • 10, the rest of

them being absorbed from S states, hence «e have aseuaed

Р
ю
 в 0,5, The pp atom velocity if • 10

6
 oa/s corresponds

to the kinetic energy 1 keV.

The level populatione and absorption probabilities are

shown in Flg.8 and 9* In llguid hydrogen about 1/3 of all

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

0.2 0.1 0

n

.81

в

Capture schedule for proton! ии in liquid hydrogen
( fis = 200 eV, AE,sa 1 keV, f£ « 1O""2 bl, V •
* 106 em/sec)t p n are the total occupation probabi-
l i t i e s , Гп<( end ftp - the Б- and P- state abrosp-
tion probabilities. The initial population i s Ro

 a«5»
with the previous abrosption taking plaoe in the S
states ( Ig (n> 10)



п . «О

n

10

9

8

7

6

5

A

3

2

I

Pn

0.500

.426

.351

.235

.III

.0428

.02%

.0362

.0565

.0108

0.017

.018

.021

.016

.006

.0012

.00036

.00042

.0013

.0108

ГпР

0.036

.058

.082

.095

.052

.019

.010

.012

.053

Pig. 9

Capture schedule for protonium In gaseous hydrogen

( f/ f 4 atm, 5OOeK,

Г" «= -КГ2 eV f 1

1 = 200 eV,
610 cm/see).

pp atone reach the stateв with fl^ 6 where the P wave

absorption becomes essential. The absorption by Stark

mixing at levels fl « 'i т 6 proceeds so intensively that

states with П.4 3 are populated with very small probability
to

о < 1O*"̂ « The tojfcal P wave cootributionMnie absorption ie

Г
Р
 = 0.19.

 v

In the gaseous hydrogen ( N~ я 5» 10"*̂  fi
0
 ) the

absorption by Stark mixing occurs only at high levels

. П. > 5, the P wave absorption for П = 6 - 10 being йог»



Intensive than ths S wave one. The total P wave absorption

probability is Гр а 0,41.

The intensities of X ray transitions are given la

Table 4 - 6 , E and 1 lines intensities are also shown in

Fig. 10 end 11»

(The X» rays yield of protonitm in liquid hydrogen

r
iS
 = 200 eV

1 KeV

10"
2
 eV

8

7

6

5
4

3
2

Y n > 4

1

0,08

0.27

0.95

2.12

1.24

0.16

0.10

4.95

4.95

1.0

• n f i » «*

2

0.04

0.16

0.57

1.56

0.95

0.19

-

3.26

5.33

0.98

3

0.03

0,12

0.46

1.20

1.04

-

2.S3

6.40

0.45

4

о.оз
0.11

0.46

1.51

-

2,13

6 0.0

0.035

5

0.05

0.12

0.63

-

0,79

197

0.004
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Table 5

The X - rays y ie ld of protoniim In gaeeoue hydrogen

(4 a tm- ЛГ- 5ИО" 3АГО ) r

MS • 200 eT.

rj-to-
1B unite 10""'

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0.87

1.3

2 . 0

2.2

1.3

0.48

0.27

0.36

2.02

10.8

10.8

1

2

0,86

1i7

3.8

6 . 8

7.3

5.5

7.4

23.1

-

56.5

56.5

1

3

0.67

1.4

3.3

6.1

7.2,

6 . 2

11.1

-

36.0

36.2

0.996

A-

0.57

1.2

3.0

6 . 0

7.8

8.8

-

27.6

29.6

0.93

5

0.52

1.2

3.1

6.8

11.4

-

23.1

42.8

0.54

6

0.50

1.2

3.6

10.1

-

15.5

111

0.1*



gable 6

The X- rays yield of protonium in gaseous hydrogen

("is t: 200 eV

1 KeV

10*"
2
 eV

m "»
10

- 9
8

7
6

5
4

3

2

-^i—•—j

8 atm

1

0.63

1.1

2 . 0

2.6

1.7

0.56

0.25

0.25

1.1

10.2

10.2

1
*

А Г - 1

2

0.47

0.96

2.3

4.3

5.0

3.5

3.8

12

-

32.0

32.0

1

О^ЛГо

3

0.36

0.77

1.9

3.8

4.8

3.8

5.4

-

20.8

21.0

0.99

4

о.зо
0.67

1.7

3.7

5.2

5.3 .
-

16.8

19.4

0.87

0.8

1

1.0

1.2

1.5

1.2

0.56

0.31

0.31

0.82

6.0

12.8

12.8

1

at» i

2

3.5

6.2

12

15

13

12

21

81

-

164

164

1

3

3.0

5.6

11

15

14

17

45

-

110

111

0.998

4

2.6

5.1

10

15

16

28

-

77.5

78.5

0.985
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In liquid hydrogen the radiative transitions

provide 100% population ot 1S level, 9&%> of 2F level polula<

tion and 45^ ot (1 * 5 levels population, the higher level:

being populated mainly by Auger transitions. The total £-

lines intensity i s YK * 5*10""', the main contribution

coning fros the initial states with П. • 4, 5, 6 and only

2% fro» l ^ l ine. The Initial states with ft • 4, 5, 6

dominate also in the L and H series* The reason i s the

populations of the low lying levels with f\ < 4 axe small

due to the absorption, while the radiative transitions at

levels with (l> 6 are suppressed by Auger effect*

In gaseous hydrogen ( /yf = 5»10""'Д£ )states with

f\ < 6 are populated mainly by radiative transitions* The

most Intensive axe L line at

Y u = 2.3» 10"2

Lines of К series are rather intensive as well

Y*0* » 3*6.10"2

Aaong К lines dominate the transitions from the states

П. = 7 , 8 . Intensities of К lines corresponding to the

lower initial states are small due to the large annihila-

tion widths of the a ? states ( f^p/f^p » 1) end

due to the absence of the Stark mixLngt

The difference between the protonlus X rays spectra in

liquid and gaseous hydrogen is displayed in Flg.1O. The

qualitative picture of the spectrum is kept the same when
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«f

gas И г

8 П

Fig. 10 The yields of К and L lines of protonium In
liquid and gaseous ( ЛГ • 5«10~'Ыо ) hydrogen
( Гл% = 200 eV,

P« =0-5).
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the quantities Г,$ • A£|^

rather wide interval, provided

Г2р *»

are varied in

|&f=isl ~%* °*5 k e 7 end

we demonstrate in

Fig,-11 the intensities of К and L lines for the follo-

wing set of nuclear parameters» ^c * 5°° ••• Afts" 5OOeY,

^29 10~2 eV

*

<

10*

•
•

•

Y
•

»

*

,YK

\
\

J

\\\

A

71
/
I

\

/ x\
/ 90S

\ \

\ \

\
—i 1 1 1

8 П

Pig. 11 The yields of К and L lines of protonium in liquid
and gaseous ( Af = 5#Ч0 АГО ) hydrogen for the more
intensive S-state absorption ( fjs e 500 eT, A£is B

500 eV, 10c-2 eV, D
ЛО



6 . СОДШШЗШ 0 7 ОШВ THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

WITH THB BXTORIKENTAIi DATA

Our choice of nuclear parameters fJs » A£« and

provides good agreeoent of the cascade calculation wita

the following experimental datai

1* Reaction f>p-»2s at rest in liquid hydrogen

•°* Г« - 0.19

2 . X-ragtf y i e l d of pp atom l a gaseous hydrogen

fiSQfiXiSfifiJt theory

2.10""2 X _ • 2.3.Ю"2

- О . 7 - 1 О " 2

5.6И0"2

3» £- transitions between the levels of protoniua

and baryonium

/ч/
SXBSXlZSelu theory

Y l - (o.5f-i).io""2 Y l • О.6.Ю72

< « 3/4

l ^ 1 * 2 »T

We conolude that « » experimental data /5»9#iO,11/

s e l f «-consistent and the set of nuclear parameter»

and fjp chosen above seezas to be close to the true one

for orthoprotoniufflu However the data on the relative inten-

s i t i e s of X-rays К ser ies of the protonium in liquid
/12/

hydorgen ' ̂  appear to be in contradition with our



theoretical results* The point is that the ratios of the

intensities of experimentally observed lines (Identified as

and K| )»

(the other lines are unseen) cannot be reproduced in oalcu-

lations by any variation of nuclear parameters! the most

intensive are the transitions fro» the initial states

l\ « • < • 6 (both for ortho and paraprotonlu»)• S«g*t for

the case considered abovet

YK*:\IY*¥:Y,j = |: 15 H2 124 (33)

More than that, the cited above experimental relation

does not seem to be self-consistent. To show this, consider

the population of 2P level (only the radiative transitions

to the 2P state are essential)

-2P (34)

Taking into account that the Stark Mixing between the

states with ft>3 i s more rapid than the de-excitation we

ob«eln with the effective rate aethod the following rela-

tion! . ĵ

Thus x

? *̂S (36)

7/ith the equality (Stark mixing 2P —+ 2S unessential)

(37)
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we come to the final result

Putting here the experimental values ' "^ we find

rtofr
'a? n я

while the rat io f^J/г* should be more than unity

the ear l ier experiments we expect that ггр/г£ »1)» Thus,

i f the presented theoretioal considerations are valid, then

either the data on the relative intensit ies of X-ray tran-

sitions in f ** are incorrect, or the observed lines are

not those of protonium K-serie3* But i t i s worth mentioning

that the absolute yield of K^- line by the order of the

magnitude (10"** per stopping antiproton) coincides with

the theoretically expected one.

7. О О Н С L U S I 0 N

At present the theory of protonium i s developed deeply

enough to realize the phenomena of interest for the physics

of nucleon~antinucleon interaction and their influence on

the observed properties of pp atom. She experimental data

available are, however, scarce and not rather reliable to

allow somewhat unique and definite conclusions. (The data

on the intensit ies of $ transitions from protonium to

baryonium states ' ' are in agreement with the theoretical

expectations» The independent data on the enhanced annihi-

lation from protonium p-states (measurement of the process

pp —• Sax probability for the antiprotons stopping in

liquid hydrogen'^t"10/) ел^ o n the X rays yield of proto-

nium in gaseous target» do not contradict each other*



The yield of the I radiation / 1 2 / identified with protoniim

К lines agrees, by the order of Magnitude, with the theory*

Bat the data ?Л2* on the relative intensities of the lines

identified with С t K(s and Kt oan hardly be brought

to agreement with the theoretical expectations*

The new generation of high precision experiments at

1ХЛЛ (see " ° ' ) will enable one to study protonium in -vacuum

la high precision experiments. However, the experiments wife

pp atoms in liquid and gaseous targets'* * ' '* t i l l remain of

interest* The theoretical methods developed above are also

applicable to cascade processes in pd and pt atoms and to

other light hadronio atoms (K~p, K~d, »~ p, etc.)*

The author i s indebted to Dr. Ljr.Bogdanova for many

discussions about this work and Professor I.S.Shepiro for

his advice.
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